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Case Study
Fast cable fault location onshore and offshore

Koopmann and Megger have developed a revolutionary test system for TenneT in a container
TenneT is pressing ahead with the construction of offshore grid connections.
TenneT has already installed many hundreds of kilometres of high voltage cables
on the seabed and on land in order to be able to connect the wind farms in the
North Sea to the mainland. The more cable laid, the higher the probability of faults
in these power cables. However, cable faults in marine cables differ greatly from
those in land cables. Precise pinpointing of faults in marine cables is not possible
under water. Nevertheless, a cable fault must be resolved in record time. Elektro
Koopmann has been commissioned by TenneT to develop a suitable concept for
this. The result is revolutionary: A container full of high-tech equipment for cable
fault location, which can be transported over land, over water and even in the air.
Koopmann specialises in the diagnosis,
maintenance and servicing of energy supply equipment. This also includes power
cable grids. This is why we were approached by TenneT to optimise and speed
up troubleshooting and repair processes
on underwater power cables. This, however, is generally new technical territory.
Even five years after the announcement of
“Energy revolution 2011”, there still was no
suitable concept on the market.
The challange
The wind power generated at sea is routed as a three-phase current to a TenneT
converter platform, from where it is converted into DC and transported onto land
via HVDC cables. The HV underwater
cable runs through protective conduits under the embankment along the seabed, to
finally reach the corresponding shore-side converter station as a ground cable.
This makes them comparatively long and
highly capacitively charged. Controlled
discharging of the capacitive energy from
disconnected marine cables requires large discharging systems that are too big
for conventional cable trolleys. And finally: Centimetre-accurate pinpointing under

water is not possible. This is why a particularly efficient prelocating system is needed
to raise the marine cable in the right place
for repairs to be made.
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The solution
Our proposal to TenneT was for a high
seas container with built-in high-performance technology for the best possible cable fault prelocation using the latest technology. In principle, a container would be
large enough to hold all of the necessary

HV generators and discharge systems. It
also offers maximum flexibility, because
floating, driving and even flying could be
used to transport it. It could be loaded on
a ship and taken to any spot in the sea,
including an offshore platform on the high
seas. It could be quickly transported by
helicopter to any position out at sea in an
emergency, such as offshore platforms,
islands or ships already in situ. Naturally,
it could also be transported on land on a
truck, as shown in the following picture.

Flexible ways to transport the Container

The following questions emerged after initial discussions about the “offshore test
system” project: Can there ever be an
integrated complete solution in a single
container? Which cost-saving standard
solutions are adequate for cable fault location? Do any special solutions have to be
found? Is it cost effective? Where are the
technical risks? How safe are the users?
What are the container‘s functions as a
whole, in order to provide TenneT with all
conceivable troubleshooting options? After all these considerations and questions
were examined for their feasibility and profitability, the green light was finally given
and a requirements profile was created.
Requirements: Onsite
Errors in marine cables can be of a very
different nature: there are short circuits,
longitudinal faults, parallel faults, earthing
faults, interruptions or sheath faults. However, errors are normally found hidden
inside the cables and are therefore not visible from the outside. But all of the types
of faults that occur can be systematically

localised and identified. However, different
systems are necessary for this. Every prelocation is based on time domain reflectometry, also known as TDR. TDR is comparable to a radar: A high-frequency pulse
is sent into the cable. It is reflected and
returned to the starting point from connecting sleeves, branches, cable ends and
fault points and evaluated there. So much
for theory.
In practice, there are physical limits and
measurement tolerances that become significant over several hundred metres.
The reason: TDR impulses are reduced in
amplitude as they pass through the cable.
Due to the cable’s low-pass filter characteristics, they quickly lose their high-frequency components. As a result, the reflected
signals have a larger pulse width. This generally leads to reduced precision in fault
pre-location. Nevertheless, it is important
to narrow down the fault location as precisely as possible so that the right section of
cable can be lifted out of the water. Once
the right section has been lifted onto the
ship, it can be located exactly using traditional pinpointing methods.
Detecting faraway faults
With very long cables, the reflected signals are weakened so much that they are
usually quite difficult to detect at the TDR.
Megger is the only manufacturer in the
world to offer a length-dependent amplification control feature. This function, known
as ProRange, has been used successfully
for many years, and has already proven
its value in practice. The damped signals
are automatically amplified by the TDR as
a function of distance, and cable faults are
displayed at the same size and precision
as at close range. This allows for successful fault location even at distances of well
over 1,000 km. This was one of the deciding factors that led Koopmann to choose
TDR instruments from this manufacturer.
High-voltage pre-location processes
To locate cable faults even more precisely using TDR measurements, they must
have a sufficiently low fault resistance.

The physical limit here lies at a fault resistance of about 100 ohms. A fault can
also be made “visible” above the 100ohm limit by using the „thumping“ mode.
In this mode, a high-voltage “thump” pulse
is sent into the cable. Megger provided us
with effective support here as well. Useful functions like the arc reflection method
(ARM), the high-voltage current coupling
method (ICE), and the voltage decoupling
method (DECAY) filter the resulting TDR
reflections according to various criteria. In
this way, faults up to 40 km away can be
made visible and located.
Arc reflection method
In the ARM methods, a discharge is triggered at the cable fault by means of a
high-voltage “thump” pulse. The resulting
arc at the fault site is then stabilised with
passive or active high-voltage couplers.
The ARM Multishot and ARM Plus functions even make it possible to locate faults
with poor discharge properties.
Current coupling
The current coupling method is based on
the oscillations of a current waveform generated by a high-voltage impulse from
the impulse generator and a discharge at
the cable fault. With this proven impulse
current method, known as ICE, and with
the voltage decoupling used in the DECAY
method described below, the measurement of the fault location is automatic.
Voltage decoupling
DECAY measurements involve voltage
decoupling. The cable is capacitively charged with the DC test generator until the
fault discharges. This discharge creates
an electromagnetic wave that travels back
to the TDR, where it is recorded and analysed. The Megger Teleflex also functions
as a transient recorder in both of these
processes.
However, all of the methods described
above are subject to physical limitations
on the maximum distance for fault location, since they all require a brief arc that
creates a low-resistance reflection site at
the fault location. In both the ARM method

and the transient ICE and decay methods,
the measurement signals traverse the distance between the measurement instrument and the fault site multiple times.
But since the arc only burns for a very short
time, these methods of measurement can
only be used within a certain maximum distance from the fault. To exceed these limits, the only available solution is to return
to the “roots” of fault location: fault conversion using an appropriate burn system.
Burning
In contrast to thumping, a fault is not immediately made visible in “burn” mode;
instead, it is “converted” first. A very high
current is passed into the cable to achieve
this. The HVDC burner, the so-called “burn
unit”, charges the cable fault and ignites
an arc at the fault site. The moisture in
the fault vaporises, and the cable insulation material is charred by the effect of the
electrical arc. This material usually consists of XLPE or MIND impregnated paper
insulation. This results in an electrically
conductive path in the discharge channel,
which as a low-resistance fault can now be
easily located by TDR measurement.
Requirement: robustness
The most important requirement for a burn
unit of this size is very high robustness,
since the system must constantly supply
the intermittent burn currents and be able
to continuously manage the associated
voltage transients. In order to meet these extremely demanding requirements,
extensive testing of the burn system was
required. The reliability of Megger’s innovative burn system was demonstrated in
test rigs in a water tank. The electric arc
under water as followed:

Elektric arc under water

Requirement: Discharging
Before a cable fault can be measured and
then repaired with one of the methods described above, the test object must first
be fully discharged. An undersea cable
is charged with electrical energy like a
capacitor by the high voltage and current
pulses that are fed into it during the fault
search, even after the cable has been
completely disconnected from the grid.
Therefore, all methods of measurement on
power cables require that the test object
be safely discharged. The energy stored
by capacitance in long cables can range
from a few kilojoules up to a few hundred
kilojoules.
These enormous energies must be reliably checked and safely discharged every
time the operating mode changes, and of
course at the end of every fault location
process. To satisfy the requirements for
ever-increasing cable lengths in offshore applications, Megger has developed a
high-energy discharging device for a test
item capacitance of 75 µF and a maximum
test voltage of 150 kV. This innovative new
system has been subjected to type testing
at FGH in Mannheim. It can discharge 844
kJ in just three seconds, even at a high
repetition rate. This check was passed
successfully and confirms the planned
performance capability of the discharging
unit. For the various use scenarios and the
greatest possible redundancy, the system
was divided into three main components,
yielding 14 main modes of operation as
shown in the table on right page. The system components arrangement now had
to be integrated into the seawater-tight
offshore container. Here Megger‘s other
expertise came to the fore, namely, integrating special solutions into a confined
space. The same rule applies in Megger‘s
cable measuring vans. The result is displayed next page.
The control desk
The central control system monitors the
system status, displays all information
from the safety system, prevents operator
errors and supports the user during operation. The computer-controlled central PLC

monitors all of the system‘s important functions. This includes the three-phase motor-driven HV selector switch and a control
module with a TFT touchscreen. The clearly structured user interface enables the
central controller to use a simple selection
of operating modes and phases and display all of the system information in clear
text in the selected language. Safety relevant parameters, such as HV key switches,
door monitoring and all safety system data
are continuously monitored and a warning
message is displayed on the screen if any
of the limit values are exceeded.

The control desk in the container has enough room
for several people

The container also integrates the necessary equipment with cables and all of the accessories needed
to safely connect the container to the marine cable.

Prepare the cable
for the localising
Test the state of the
cable insulation
Mode
1

Test





Error
conversion

Fault prelocation



HV error
prelocation

LV error
prelocation



HV erreor
pinpointing

Discharging
capacitance

150 kV
decay
prelocation
110 kV DC
minus
ICE
25 / 50 V
2,500 J

Thumping
25 / 50 V
2,500 J

5

ICE
80 kV
3,200 J

Thumping
80 kV
3,200 J

ARM
burning up
to 15 kV

7

8

Cable
routing

up to 844 kJ

4

6

Display the cable
routing


150 kV DC
minus

2

3

Display the precise
fault position

ARM
up to 50 kV
Burning
up to 40 kV
active
power
20 kW

up to 120 kJ

9

Burning
10 kV active
power
20 kW

10

Thumping
8 / 12 kV
3,600 J

11

Thumping
25 kV
6,250 J

The following components are the
technological highlights:
n An HVDC transformer for permanent
charging of the test object and for burning
with power up to 40 kV. 20 kVA of this is
real power
n A two-stage thump generator with up to
6,250 Joules
n The high-performance discharging unit
can discharge a cable capacitance of
75 μF and 150 kV within three seconds.
n TDR technology has a minimal tolerance and pro range
n A centralised system arrangement, through which all functions can be controlled from the control desk.
Solution
This new high-performance test system
is made possible by the precise presentation of the requirements of TenneT, our
own expertise in the field of fault location,
testing and diagnostics, and with the help
from Megger and their experience in the
field of cable fault detection, diagnostics
and diagnostics. This system is the future
solutions for off-shore cable fault systems

1 Cable and accessories 2 Operators room, 3 Patch panel, 4 Storage space electricity generator, 5 Unit part for high power
burning 40 kV and thumping 6 kJ, 6 Discharge and grounding device, 7 Discharge and grounding device 844 kJ, 8 HV
Divider and Decay decoupling 150 kV, 9 DC-generator 110 / 150 kV, 10 Surge capacitors 80 kV
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